Fortunately, or unfortunately, owing possibly to the fact that the journalistic year of our contemporary is closing, and that the accounts once more bring home the facts of the situation with telling effect, the Lancet has thought proper to renew its attacks upon The Hospital this week by publishing letters from two members of the medical profession. These letters place our friends the writers in so unenviable a ^position that we, in sheer pity, refrain from comment. Here are the letters, both of which are addressed to the editors of the Lancet, and also the editorial comments thereon :? Truly this beats the record of human folly. We are well content to leave our readers and the press to form their own opinion of this ridiculous attempt to excite prejudice by trying to revive an old controversy which was closed by Dr. Bristowe's courageous and noble acceptance of the presidency of The Hospitals Association, in relation to which this Journal does not hold any but the most independent, although friendly position. With an ever-growing circulation, the consistent support and encouragement of the press, which reproduces our articles and extracts in increasing quantity every week, and the consciousness that we have been enabled to do some substantial service to the public in many directions, we may well await with confidence that recognition by the business and advertising world which must soon make The Hospital one of the most prosperous and powerful of weekly journals.
It is with no little reluctance that we trouble the reader with these dry business facts, but it is, perhaps, well to exhaust the subject to-day. It may be stated then of our own circulation that a gentlemen, who is one of the most influential and trusted leaders of the medical profession, recently gave us the following amusing account of the career of his copy of The Hospital : It is first read by himself, then by his wife and family. He takes it on Mondays to the hospital, where his house-surgeon, the students, and the sister see it. After this it goes to the nurses in his wards, and in a recent instance, when he wanted to refer to a back number, on inquiry of the sister he found, that she had passed it on to the patients, and that one of them had been so interested that he begged to be allowed to take it home to show to his wife and friends. Besides the various classes of readers just enumerated, it is largely taken by secretaries, matrons, and hospital managers of every degree. It has also an increasing circulation in America, the Colonies, and on the continent of Europe. Such facts as these must tell upon the advertising department of a paper like the Lancet, for advertisers are beginning to recognise the folly of burying their advertisements in columns of similar announcements, which may never be read through, and are seldom referred to even by the few. It is necessary that an advertisement should be widely perused if it is to be profitable, and the manager of this journal frequently receives letters from advertisers in our columns, stating that the answers they receive are so numerous as to make it difficult to deal with them.
We commend these facts to the consideration of those whom they may concern. The action of the present Editors of the Lancet, who, be it always remembered, are also its proprietors, proves once more, Qnos Dens vult perdere, prius dement at.
